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Definition: Contact Report

 Any point of contact with a donor that is 
substantive.

 Formal Definition
A brief written record of a visit or other 

meaningful interaction with a constituent that 
substantially enhances understanding of the 
constituent’s relationship with the institution.



Why don’t contact reports get 
completed?

1. There isn’t enough time

2. I don’t believe writing contact reports is important to the advancement 
process

3. No one reads them so why write them

4. I’m not sure what to include in a contact report



Why contact reports are important?

1. Creating institutional knowledge

2. Raising more money

3. Establishing performance accountability



Communicate the Importance of 
Preparing Contact Reports



Writing Contact Reports



Writing Contact Reports

 Contact reports should be written in the most neutral language possible with 
the understanding that the donor, or the legal system, can make a request to 
examine.

 When writing about the health of a donor, only include the most general 
observations that are important for the colleague to understand about the 
donors situation.

 Turn negative statements into positive ones whenever possible.



Templates Help!



Components of High Quality 
Contact Reports



Timeliness
Contact reports should be completed and 
submitted or entered into the donor database 
within a week of the contact with the donor.



Type of Contact
Contact reports should be in place and 
utilized to capture any important information 
and data that emerges from any of our 
interactions with donors and prospects.



Purpose of the Contact
The purpose of our contacts with prospects 
should be to move them through the gift 
cycle.

Moves management is important.



To Move or Not
This is an important component of the 
contact report because many evaluations of 
gift officers include some measurement of 
the effectiveness of their contacts with 
prospects.



Next Steps
Clear – what happened and what comes next

Concise – highlight important takeaways

Compelling –capture what is meaningful



Analyzing Contact Reports
Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis



Quantitative Analysis
This can be done based on the fields from our 
database.



Qualitative Analysis
Descriptive coding…



Questions…
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